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3.6 Land Use and Planning 

3.6.1 Introduction 
This section provides a summary of the existing land uses on the Arroyo Seco Music 
and Arts Festival Project (proposed Project) site and in the vicinity and discusses the 
potential for the proposed Project to: (1) conflict with any applicable land use plan, 
policy, or regulation of the City of Pasadena and regional, state, and federal agencies 
with jurisdiction over the Project site; or (2) physically divide an established community. 
This section also analyzes the Project’s consistency with relevant land use plans, 
policies, and regulations and the potential for both project-level and cumulative 
environmental impacts. 

Several comment letters received on the Notice of Preparation (NOP) requested that the 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) analyze the cumulative impact of the proposed 
Project on the surrounding residential land uses (see Appendix A). These comments 
have been acknowledged in the preparation of this analysis.  

3.6.2 Environmental Setting 
Rose Bowl Facilities 

The Rose Bowl facilities include the Rose Bowl Stadium and associated utility buildings, 
the Brookside Golf Course, Area H, parking lots east and southwest of the Stadium, and 
Brookside Park to the south. Uses on these sites include active and passive open space 
and recreational uses. The site is situated in a valley of the San Rafael Hills and ranges 
from 800 to 840 feet in elevation. The site is located in the Central Arroyo portion of the 
Arroyo Seco, which is situated in the San Rafael Hills in western Pasadena. The Arroyo 
Seco provides a valley topography that serves as a natural physical barrier between the 
residential hillside neighborhoods to the east and west. Arroyo Seco Canyon is bisected 
by the Arroyo Seco, a major tributary of the Los Angeles River, which flows from the San 
Gabriel Mountains, through Arroyo Seco Canyon, and ultimately to the Los Angeles 
River in downtown Los Angeles. The Arroyo Seco is contained within a concrete channel 
through the Central Arroyo Seco.  

The Central Arroyo Seco is the most developed and intensively used part of the Arroyo 
Seco. The existing facilities on the site, collectively, comprise the local land use setting. 
Uses on these sites include active and passive open space and recreational uses. The 
Rose Bowl Stadium and associated utility buildings are situated in the center of the 
Central Arroyo Seco and are surrounded by pavement and parking lots to the east, 
southeast, and south west. Area H lies beyond a parking lot to the southeast and is 
bordered by Seco Street to the south. Area H is used as a multi-use turf field and 
contains restroom facilities, benches, tables, and drinking fountains. A 3.3-mile 
recreation loop, known as the Recreation Loop encircles the Rose Bowl Stadium, 
traveling along the four streets surrounding the Stadium, including West Drive, West 
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Washington Boulevard, Rosemont Avenue, and Seco Street. From early morning to 
evening, the Recreation Loop provides recreational opportunities for bicyclists, strollers, 
walkers, and joggers, as well as the main vehicular circulation pattern around the Central 
Arroyo. Brookside Park is located south of Seco Street and comprises the Rose Bowl 
Aquatics Center with two pools; Jackie Robinson Baseball Stadium with stadium seating 
and concession stands; two softball fields with seating and concession stand; five tennis 
courts; the Kidspace Children’s Museum; the Rosemont Pavilion; an amphitheater; 
group picnic facilities; and other park-related elements. There is a paved parking lot to 
provide parking for recreational opportunities that parallels the length of the park to the 
west, adjacent to North Arroyo Boulevard. In addition, Brookside Golf Course and 
Clubhouse are directly north of the Rose Bowl Stadium. The Brookside Golf Course is 
characterized by gently rolling, grassy areas interspersed with trees, sand pits, small 
ponds, and a clubhouse. The golf course features two 18-hole tracks, with a par 72 and 
a par 70 course. The Clubhouse contains a full-service restaurant, lounge, banquet 
facilities, meeting rooms, and a golf shop.  

Local access is provided to the Project site by Arroyo Boulevard (via Washington 
Boulevard or Colorado Boulevard), Linda Vista Avenue, Rosemont Avenue (via 
Washington Boulevard), and Seco Street (via Mountain Street). Regional access is 
provided by State Routes (SRs) 134 (Ventura Freeway) and 110 (Pasadena Freeway via 
Arroyo Parkway), as well as Interstate 210 (I-210, Foothill Freeway) and Interstate 710 
(I-710, Long Beach Freeway), all located within 1 mile of the Project site.  

Off-Site Parking Facilities 

There are five off-site parking and shuttle locations that would be used for the proposed 
Project: three of which are located in Pasadena, one in Arcadia, and another in Los 
Angeles. The Parsons Pasadena building is approximately 1.4 miles southeast of the 
Rose Bowl in immediate proximity to I-210 and near commercial and office use 
buildings. Pasadena City College (PCC) is approximately 4 miles to the southeast, and 
covers approximately 1 square mile. Residential uses are located adjacent to PCC to the 
east and south and commercial and community support uses are located to the west and 
north. A satellite PCC campus is located approximately 5.5 miles to the east and is 
adjacent to residential uses to the west, north, and east, with commercial uses to the 
south. The Santa Anita Race Track is in Arcadia approximately 9 miles to the southeast 
and is located at a major commercial mall and in proximity to the Los Angeles County 
Arboretum and Botanical Gardens to the north, the Santa Anita Golf Course to the east, 
and adjacent residential uses. The University of Southern California (USC) University 
Park Campus is approximately 14 miles to the southwest and is surrounded by 
commercial uses and on-site student housing.  

Surrounding Land Uses 

The Brookside Golf Course and Clubhouse is immediately to the north of the Rose Bowl 
Stadium. North of Brookside Golf Course and I-210, in the Upper Arroyo Seco, are the 
Devil’s Gate Reservoir and Hahamongna Watershed Park. Located adjacent to the 
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Reservoir, Hahamongna Watershed Park is a 300-acre park that contains a variety of 
recreational uses and open space uses. This area provides a buffer between the urban 
land uses in Pasadena and the more rural and open space areas associated with the 
Angeles National Forest to the north.  

Residential uses border the Arroyo Seco on the hillsides to the east and west. The 
residential uses to the west of the Central Arroyo are primarily single-family, hillside 
developments in the Linda Vista community of Pasadena. The residential uses to the 
east are primarily single-family. There are multi-family residential uses located on the 
larger collector streets, such as Orange Grove Avenue. Further north and east, there are 
commercial uses adjacent to I-210.  

An easement for the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) Upper Feeder runs east-west 
through the Central Arroyo, just north of Brookside Park, generally following Seco Street. 
Beyond the park, the southeast edge of the Central Arroyo along Arroyo Terrace 
contains some small areas zoned for multi-family residential uses. Additionally, there are 
single-family residential uses east of the Lower Arroyo, south of Brookside Park. Several 
Pasadena attractions, including the Gamble House, Pasadena Museum of History, and 
the Norton Simon Museum are located to the south. Old Pasadena, a landmark 
commercial district generally encompassing the Colorado Boulevard corridor, is just over 
1 mile southeast of the Stadium.  

General Plan and Zoning Designations 

As shown in Figure 3.6-1, the City’s General Plan Land Use Element designates the 
Project site as Open Space. The City’s Zoning Code also designates the Project site as 
Open Space. As described in the City’s Zoning Code, uses allowed in the Open Space 
zone include: residential uses consistent with caretakers quarters or residential 
accessory uses and structures; recreational, educational, and public assembly uses, 
including clubs, lodges, private meeting halls, cultural institutions, tents, stadiums and 
arenas; retail sales of alcohol, restaurant vendors, swap meets, and commercial 
nurseries; services such as filming, maintenance and service facilities, and public safety 
facilities; industry and manufacturing uses; and transportation, communications, and 
utility uses. This designation allows a variety of active and passive public recreational 
facilities, as well as City-owned open space facilities. The preservation of urban open 
space facilities and recreational opportunities is one of the primary objectives of the 
General Plan Land Use Element.  
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3.6.3 Regulatory Framework 
Federal 

There are no applicable federal regulations related to land use. 

State 

There are no applicable state regulations related to land use. 

Local 

Pasadena General Plan 

The City of Pasadena General Plan (General Plan) provides the overall framework for 
translating broad community values and expectations into specific strategies for 
managing growth and enhancing the quality of life in the city of Pasadena. The elements 
of the General Plan include: Land Use, Mobility, Housing, Green Space, Open Space 
and Conservation, Noise, and Safety. 

The updated Land Use Element of the General Plan was adopted in 2015 and includes a 
series of Guiding Principles, which set forth the overall framework for developing, 
interpreting, and implementing the General Plan and cumulatively represent the 
community’s vision for the future. The Guiding Principles are as follows: 

1. Growth will be targeted to serve community needs and enhance the quality of 
life. Higher density development will be directed away from residential 
neighborhoods and into the Central District, Transit Villages, and Neighborhood 
Villages. These areas will have a diverse housing stock, job opportunities, 
exciting districts with commercial and recreational uses, and transit opportunities. 
New development will build upon Pasadena’s tradition of strong sense of place, 
great neighborhoods, gardens, plazas, parks, and trees. 

2. Pasadena’s historic resources will be preserved. Citywide, new development will 
be in harmony with and enhance Pasadena’s unique character and sense of 
place. New construction that could affect the integrity of historic resources will be 
compatible with, and differentiated from, the existing resource. 

3. Pasadena will be an economically vital city by providing jobs, services, revenues, 
and opportunities. A diverse economic base with jobs for Pasadena residents will 
be fostered; existing businesses will be encouraged to stay or expand; affordable 
housing will be provided for the labor pool; the continued fiscal health of the City 
will be ensured. 

4. Pasadena will be a socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable 
community. Safe, well designed, accessible, and human-scale residential and 
commercial areas will be provided where all people of all ages can live, work, 
and play. These areas will include neighborhood parks, urban open spaces and 
the equitable distribution of public and private recreational facilities; new public 
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spaces will be acquired. Human services will be coordinated and made 
accessible to those who need them. 

5. Pasadena will be a city where people can circulate without cars. Specific plans in 
targeted development areas will emphasize a mix of uses, pedestrian activity, 
and transit; public and private transit will be made more available; neighborhood 
villages and transit villages will reduce the need for auto use. 

6. Pasadena will be a cultural, scientific, corporate, entertainment and education 
center for the region. Long-term growth opportunities will be provided for existing 
institutions; a healthy economy will be fostered to attract new, scientific, 
corporate, entertainment and educational institutions. 

7. Community participation will be a permanent part of achieving a greater city. 
Citizens will be provided with timely and understandable information on planning 
issues and projects; citizens will directly participate in shaping plans and policies 
for Pasadena’s future. 

8. Pasadena is committed to public education and a diverse educational system 
responsive to the broad needs of the community.  

Toward achieving the Guiding Principles, the 2015 Land Use Element establishes 
a framework for development that promotes higher-density, mixed-use, urban 
environments oriented to transit and pedestrian activity within specific, high-quality areas 
of the city that reflect the historic scale and character of Pasadena. Targeted areas 
include distinctly urban locations such as the urban core, underutilized properties, 
transit-oriented development areas, mixed-use areas, and urban villages. The Land Use 
Element also identifies a series of objectives and policies targeted toward implementing 
the Guiding Principles and the overall development framework. Goals, policies, and 
objectives that apply to the proposed Project and an analysis of the proposed Project’s 
consistency with such policies are contained in Table 3.6-1.  

Arroyo Seco Master Plans 

The City of Pasadena maintains three Master Plans for the Arroyo Seco: the 
Hahamongna Watershed Park Master Plan (for the Upper Arroyo area); the Central 
Arroyo Master Plan; and the Lower Arroyo Master Plan. The Project site is located within 
the Central Arroyo Seco and is therefore subject to the provisions set forth within that 
plan. 

Central Arroyo Master Plan 

The Central Arroyo Master Plan Advisory Committee developed the Central Arroyo 
Master Plan in 2003 based on community input, interviews with public agencies, analysis 
of the Recreation Loop, and a review of pertinent City plans. The Master Plan was 
adopted by the City Council on September 26, 2005. The Master Plan was designed to 
modify and enhance existing facilities and to provide recommendations for areas within 
the Central Arroyo, including the area surrounding the Rose Bowl. Recommendations 
generally fall into the following topic areas: Brookside Park (including both hillside areas 
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and group picnic areas), Rosemont Pavilion, the Recreation Loop, recreation trails, 
landscape and aesthetic improvements, parking, flood protection, the permitting process, 
management and maintenance, land and conservation acquisitions, accessibility and 
security, and implementation. Recommendations that are applicable to the proposed 
Project include: 

 Recreation Loop – Continue to provide the necessary lanes for vehicular traffic 
during major events.  

 Management and Maintenance – Coordinate activities and intensity of activities 
to ensure the facilities are not damaged by overuse. 

Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines 

Adopted on April 14, 2003, the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines set standards to protect 
the natural and cultural integrity of the Arroyo Seco and acknowledge its importance as a 
regional recreation facility. The Guidelines are intended to provide guidance for the 
implementation of the objectives set forth in the Arroyo Seco Master Plans and other 
applicable directives such as, but not limited to, the Arroyo Seco Public Lands 
Ordinance. Additionally, the Guidelines provide design criteria for the preservation, 
restoration, and conservation of the Arroyo Seco.  

The following general Guiding Principles are at the core of Arroyo Seco Design 
Guidelines: 

 Limit the creation of man-made objects and minimize any impact to the natural 
environment. 

 Enrich and promote the unique natural character of the Arroyo Seco. 

 Restore the Arroyo Seco stream course and its environment. 

 Encourage simplicity of design and integrity of materials. 

 Provide a safe and secure environment for people and animals within the limits of 
the natural environment. 

The proposed Project would not include any permanent alterations to the Rose Bowl 
Facilities; however, it would include temporary event-related structures in and around the 
Stadium. Section 3.2, “Public Structures,” of the Guidelines define event-related facilities 
as all “temporary structures and lights related to the facilitation of temporary events 
including but not limited to fabric or fabric-like structures, tensile structures, inflatable 
structures, kiosks, directional devices (including temporary signs and way-finding signs), 
fencing, viewing stands, and corrals.” Thus, any event-related facilities that fall within this 
description would be subject to the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines. Policies that apply to 
the proposed Project relate to architectural design concepts and temporary lighting. 
Section 3.1, “Architectural Design Concepts,” provides the following guideline in regard 
to structures: 
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1. All structures shall be of a scale and character appropriate to the Arroyo Seco 
and their location shall be environmentally sensitive and integrated to the site.  

Chapter 5, “Recreation,” of the Guidelines sets criteria by which recreational areas can 
be used. This chapter identifies multi-purpose fields as large open grass (turf) areas that 
can be used for a variety of uses. Area H is identified as a multi-purpose field and, as 
such, would be subject to the provisions set fort within the Guidelines. Specifically, the 
following guidelines would apply to the Project: 

7. The perimeter of a multi-purpose field shall be protected from vehicles and trucks 
entering the field. 

9. Permanent or temporary lights are not allowed on multi-purpose fields. 

While the use of temporary lights is not allowed per the above-referenced guideline in 
Section 5.2.1, Section 5.2.2 sets forth exceptions to these standards. The following 
exemption would apply to the proposed Project:  

2. The use of temporary lights in fields in the Central Arroyo sub-area is subject to 
the approval of the Recreation and Parks Commission.  

Pasadena Zoning Code 

The City’s Zoning Code, Title 17 of the Pasadena Municipal Code (PMC), implements 
the City’s General Plan and its policies. The intent of the Zoning Code is to protect public 
health, safety, and the general welfare of residents and visitors in the City. Together with 
the Zoning Map, the Zoning Code identifies the particular uses permitted on each parcel 
of land in the City and sets forth regulations and standards for development to ensure 
that the policies, goals, and objectives of the General Plan are implemented. In addition 
to land use regulations, the Zoning Code contains development standards that can 
lessen a new structure’s impacts on a location or area. These standards control the 
height, setbacks, parking, lot coverage, gross floor area, etc. for new structures. The 
Zoning Code also regulates which uses are permitted in each of the City’s zoning 
districts to ensure compatibility between land uses.  

The Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance 

PMC Chapter 3.32, “Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance,” identifies the uses, activities, 
facilities, and structures permitted on the public lands of the Arroyo Seco as well as their 
limitations. The Arroyo Seco is defined as those public lands lying within the area 
generally bound by Devil’s Gate Dam to the north; Linda Vista Avenue, San Rafael 
Avenue, and Hillside Terrace to the west; the City limits to the south; and Arroyo 
Boulevard, Arroyo Terrace, Scott Place, Prospect Boulevard, and Armada Drive to the 
east. Regulations contained in the Ordinance apply to the following specific sub-areas 
within the Arroyo Seco: Natural Preservation area, Brookside Park area, Rose Bowl 
area, and Brookside Golf Course. The three sub-areas within the Project site include the 
Brookside Park area, the Rose Bowl area, and the Brookside Golf Course area. 
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Brookside Park Sub-Area 

The Brookside Park sub-area is defined as the Brookside Park and the Brookside 
Playing Fields, also known as Area H. As described in Section 3.32.160 of the 
Ordinance, uses that are allowed in Brookside Park area include: active recreational 
uses; cultural events including plays, concerts, festivals, exhibitions, and shows; passive 
recreational activities; and parking in direct support of recreational uses and occasional 
support of Rose Bowl events. 

Rose Bowl Sub-Area 

The Rose Bowl sub-area is defined as the Rose Bowl Stadium and adjoining paved 
parking lots (lots B, D, F, G, I, J, and K). Section 3.32.260 of the Ordinance states: 

A. To achieve a balance of recreational programs, public parks use and to preserve 
the residential values of the area, evaluation criteria for proposed Rose Bowl 
events shall include the recreational and financial benefits to the community, the 
impact on the surrounding residential areas. The standards which shall be 
considered in evaluating proposed Rose Bowl events shall include, but are not 
limited to the following: 

1. The displacement of activities normally conducted on improved turf areas, 
including area H and the golf course.  

2. The impact upon surrounding residential areas and the Arroyo Seco resulting 
from traffic, noise, parking and any another anticipated impacts.  

3. That displacement of recreational programs and activities within Brookside 
Park and the Brookside Golf Course has not occurred more than 12 times 
annually.  

B. Each major Rose Bowl event shall be preceded by staff analysis which shall 
identify and consider traffic, noise, parking, recreational activity displacement and 
any other anticipated impacts. Specifically, staff analysis shall include the 
following elements: 

1. A traffic management plan which restricts event nonresidential traffic to main 
arteries leading to and exiting from the Rose Bowl and event parking 
locations; provides for maximum ingress and egress for emergency vehicles 
to reach neighborhood residents and public facilitates; establishes a paid 
parking program for all major events as specified in Section 3.32.300 of this 
code; provides for free shuttle bus service to tie in with off-site parking to be 
subsidizing by revenues of paid parking; facilities a clear understanding of 
alternate parking plans during inclement weather through inclusion of flyers 
with event tickets and notification to the public through all available aspects of 
the media.  

2. A litter containment plan which shall include a schedule of activities to be 
completed prior to, during and after the event in the affected areas of the 
Arroyo and in surrounding residential neighborhoods; a requirement that 
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based on the type of event, all surrounding areas, including residential 
neighborhoods, have cleanup and trash removal with 24 hours after the 
event.  

3. A public safety element to be developed in conjunction with the police 
department, the public works department, the staff of the Rose Bowl, and the 
event sponsors which shall include all relevant issues related to size of the 
crowd, unique characteristics regarding the anticipated crowd, past 
experiences at related Rose Bowl events, crowd control, traffic control, 
neighborhood traffic and security patrol, emergency preparedness and fire 
prevention. 

C. The public and surrounding public residential areas shall receive at least 30 days’ 
advance notice of any major Rose Bowl event by suitable means of any such 
event that will curtail the availability of Brookside Park and Brookside Golf 
Course.  

D. The staff of the Rose Bowl and the staff of the recreation department shall 
coordinate the planning and rescheduling of youth and adult programs when 
major Rose Bowl events may require turf parking in Brookside Park and 
Brookside Golf Course.  

E. A post-event evaluation shall be conducted by staff following each major event to 
determine the efficiency of the pre-event staff analysis identified in subsection A 
of this section and to make recommendations for future events. A preliminary 
evaluation shall be submitted to Rose Bowl Operating Company and to the parks 
and recreation commission within 30 days of each event and a final report within 
120 days. These evaluations shall be reviewed at least annually by Rose Bowl 
Operating Company and the commission who shall make recommendations to 
the city council which may in turn limit or condition future events accordingly.  

F. All proposed contracts involving the use of Rose Bowl which anticipate an 
attendance of over 20,000 persons shall be approved by the Rose Bowl 
Operating Company in conformance with this chapter. In addition, all proposed 
contracts involving the use of the Rose Bowl as the home stadium of any 
professional sports team or for a duration of more than five years must be 
approved by the city council with the recommendation of the Rose Bowl 
Operating Company. The Rose Bowl Operating Company may refer an event 
proposal to the parks and recreation commission or its designee for review, 
recommendation, and comments prior to final approval.  

Section 3.32.70 identifies the maximum number of Rose Bowl “displacement” events 
under the Ordinance as 12 events on an annual basis, without further approval by the 
City Council. A displacement event is one that displaces recreational programs and 
accessibility to Arroyo Seco facilities, and is assumed to occur when an event is 
projected to have more than 20,000 in attendance. Specifically, this section states: 
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A. No displacement of recreational programs and accessibility to Arroyo Seco 
facilities shall be allowed more than 12 times in any calendar year without 
permission of the city board of directors who must find that each additional 
permitted event meets all of the following requirements: 

1. The additional event represents a unique opportunity that will enhance the 
stature of the Rose Bowl. 

2. The revenue generating potential from the additional event justifies its 
consideration.  

3. The event does not create undue conflicts with other Arroyo Seco activities 
taking place at the same time.  

4. The event does not impose undue adverse impacts on surrounding 
residential areas.  

B. To minimize adverse impacts on surrounding residential areas, scheduling of 
events at the Rose Bowl shall emphasize a minimum number of events which 
yield the maximum amount of new revenue to the city.  

Section 3.32.275 describes the temporary increase in displacement events and 
conditions that would apply should the National Football League (NFL) events be 
approved by City Council. As described therein, displacement of recreational programs 
and accessibility to the Arroyo Seco facilities shall only be allowed for a maximum of 13 
NFL events over a 12-month period. These events could only occur within a 5-year 
period that would begin the date of the first NFL event. The events authorized in Section 
3.32.275 would not commence unless the City Council approved an agreement to allow 
an NFL team to temporarily play its home games at the Rose Bowl. 

Brookside Golf Course Sub-Area 

The Brookside Golf Course sub-area is defined as the golf course, clubhouse, and the 
adjoining parking lot south of the clubhouse. As described in Section 3.32.460, uses that 
are allowed in the Brookside Golf Course include golf and clubhouse related activities, 
parking as described in Section 3.32.300, and golf-related ancillary structures. 

Century of Bikes, Pasadena Bicycle Master Plan 

The Pasadena Bicycle Master Plan (PBMP) was published in April 2000 and adopted in 
2001 by the City to create a safe and attractive environment that will promote bicycling 
as a transportation mode. The PBMP contains a section on the Rose Bowl environs. 
Specifically, the PBMP contains two existing Class II bike lanes; one is on Arroyo 
Boulevard south of the Rose Bowl and Seco Street and the other is on Arroyo Boulevard 
east of Rosemont Avenue. The PBMP identifies the Recreation Loop as the most central 
figure in Pasadena for recreation and recommends improvements that could be made to 
enhance the user experience. 
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3.6.4 Impacts 
This section describes the impact analysis relating to land use and planning for the 
proposed Project. It describes the methods and applicable thresholds used to determine 
the impacts of the proposed Project.  

Methodology 

This analysis considers whether the Project would contribute to physical division of an 
established community by constructing physical barriers or obstacles to circulation that 
would restrict existing patterns of movement between the Project site and the 
surrounding neighborhood.  

This analysis of land use consistency impacts considers whether the proposed Project 
would be in substantial conformance with regional and local plans, policies, and 
regulations that are applicable to the proposed Project and Project site. Consistent with 
the scope and purpose of this EIR, this discussion primarily focuses on those goals and 
policies that relate to avoiding or mitigating environmental impacts, and an assessment 
of whether any inconsistency with these standards creates a significant physical impact 
on the environment. CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(d) requires that an EIR discuss 
inconsistencies with applicable plans. A project need not be consistent with each and 
every policy and objective in a planning document. Rather, a project is considered 
consistent with the provisions of the identified regional and local plans if it meets the 
general intent of the plans and would not preclude the attainment of the primary goals of 
the land use plan or policy.  

Consistency with General Plan goals, policies, and programs is evaluated in detail in 
Table 3.6-1, Consistency Analysis with Local Land Use Plans. Elements of the Project 
that have the potential to conflict with a stated threshold, goal, policy, or program are 
summarized in this section, along with related physical environmental consequences.  

Thresholds of Significance 

Implementation of the Project may have a significant impact related to land use 
consistency if it would: 

 Physically divide an established community.  

 Conflict with the City’s General Plan, Central Arroyo Master Plan, Zoning Code, 
or other adopted land use plan that applies to the Project site and was adopted 
for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect. 

 Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community 
conservation plan.  

It was determined in the NOP/Initial Study (see Appendix A) that implementation of the 
proposed Project would have no impact related to conflicting with applicable habitat 
conservation or natural community conservation plans, because there are no adopted 
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plans applicable to the Project site. Thus, this topic will not be discussed further in the 
EIR.  

Impact Evaluation 

The Project would not divide an established community. (Less-than-Significant 
Impact) 

Rose Bowl Facilities  

Currently, Chapter 3.32 of the Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance (referred to in this 
section as the “Ordinance”) allows up to 12 displacement events a year at the Rose 
Bowl and allows for event parking on the Brookside Golf Course. The proposed Project 
would amend the Ordinance to increase the number of displacement events allowed at 
the Rose Bowl from 12 to 15 displacement events per year without further City Council 
approval. Additionally, the Project would amend the Ordinance to acknowledge uses 
beyond parking that have occurred on the Brookside Golf Course in the past.  

The proposed annual 3-day Arroyo Seco Music and Arts Festival (the Festival) would not 
include any ground-disturbing or excavation activities, any interior or exterior renovation 
to the Rose Bowl Stadium, or any new permanent structures on the Project site and 
would not result in a permanent division to an established community. Therefore, this 
analysis is focused on the Festival use, and the related setup and teardown activities.  

The Project site is located within Central Arroyo Seco, in an area characterized by 
recreational land uses and open space, with surrounding residential neighborhoods. The 
Arroyo Seco serves as a natural physical barrier between the neighborhoods to the east 
and west of the Rose Bowl. Major displacement events and other events, including but 
not limited to the Rose Bowl Flea Market and soccer games, that typically take place 
within and surrounding the Rose Bowl Stadium, can result in increased traffic, potential 
delays, and detours that affect local communities that are in proximity to the Rose Bowl. 
Thus, it is typical during large-scale events held in the areas immediately surrounding 
the Rose Bowl Stadium for the City to establish alternative traffic routes surrounding 
neighborhoods.  

The proposed Project would result in a displacement effect similar to existing major 
displacement events; however, the Festival would occur over a 2- or 3-day period, which 
is longer than typical displacement events. It is anticipated that the level of traffic and 
general temporary restriction of existing patterns of movement between the Project site 
and the surrounding neighborhood would be temporary (i.e., limited to the time period 
surrounding the displacement event). While longer in duration than typical displacement 
events by 1 or 2 days, the resulting change to traffic patterns and access in the 
immediate area surrounding the Project site would still be temporary and would not 
result in a permanent physical division of established communities, and the amenities 
and resources available to the communities would not be significantly affected. 
Additionally, the proposed Project is intended to be an annual event that occurs on the 
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same or similar weekend of each year, as opposed to existing major displacement 
events some of which have often unknown or unreliable timelines. This would allow 
surrounding residents to be well informed of upcoming detours or delays, and to plan 
accordingly.  

Additionally, as described in Chapter 2, “Project Description,” a Neighborhood 
Management Plan would be prepared prior to each annual event that would identify 
streets that would be affected, such as those that would have residential parking 
exceptions or streets that would have personnel and barricades limiting vehicular 
movement. In addition, a Communication Plan would define the communication program 
for residential neighborhoods located around the Festival site. Residents in these 
neighborhoods would receive a media plan in advance of each event describing 
activities associated with the Festival. Meetings would also be held with residents of the 
neighborhoods located around the Project site. Contact would also be made with 
residents to distribute passes that would allow neighborhood access to only residents 
and their guests, information letters, and points of contact for any problem that may 
occur during the Festival and could affect neighbors of the site. In addition, a dedicated 
phone line will be in place for neighbors to communicate with event organizers.  

Given the regular use of the areas surrounding the Rose Bowl Stadium for similar 
events, the fact that the Project would not result in the construction of physical barriers, 
and the temporary nature of the event, the Festival would not result in the physical 
division of an established community. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.  

Off-Site Parking Facilities  

The proposed Project would require the use of off-site parking locations at five different 
facilities, all of which are developed parking areas that are currently used for daily 
parking and occasional large-event parking. No physical change, expansion, or 
modification to these facilities would occur. Traffic management and control would be 
provided in the vicinity of each off-site parking location, and it is not anticipated that any 
detours or closures around these parking locations would occur. The use of off-site 
parking facilities would not have the potential to temporarily restrict access or divide 
established communities. Therefore, impacts related to off-site parking would be less 
than significant.  

Mitigation Measures 

Impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation measures are required. 

Significance Determination: Less than significant.  
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The Project would not conflict with the City’s General Plan, Central Arroyo Master 
Plan, Zoning Code, or other adopted land use plan that applies to the Project site 
and is adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect. 
(Less-than-Significant Impact) 

As described in Section 3.6.3, applicable plans that direct or regulate development on 
the Project site include the City of Pasadena General Plan, the Central Arroyo Master 
Plan, the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines, and the Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance. 
The following discussion evaluates the proposed Project’s conformity to these plans, 
policies, and regulations and focuses on whether or not any inconsistencies would have 
the potential to result in significant environmental effects. 

City of Pasadena General Plan  

The Project site has a General Plan land use designation of Open Space, which allows 
for residential uses consistent with caretakers quarters or residential accessory uses and 
structures; recreational, educational, and public assembly uses, including clubs, lodges, 
private meeting halls, cultural institutions, tents, stadiums and arenas; retail sales of 
alcohol, restaurant vendors, swap meets, and commercial nurseries; services such as 
filming, maintenance and service facilities, and public safety facilities; industry and 
manufacturing uses; and transportation, communications, and utility uses. The uses 
proposed as a part of the 2- or 3-day Festival would be consistent with the allowable 
uses for the Open Space designation and would not alter the existing land uses in 
character or type and thus would not conflict with the current land use designation of the 
site.  

Table 3.6-1 presents an evaluation of the proposed Project’s consistency with the goals, 
policies, and recommendations contained in the City of Pasadena General Plan, the 
Central Arroyo Master Plan, and the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines. As evaluated in 
detail in Table 3.6-1, the proposed Project would generally be consistent with the goals 
and policies that guide land use planning and environmental protection for the Central 
Arroyo Seco and the Project site. Therefore, the proposed Project would not conflict with 
any land use plan adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental 
impact and impacts would be less than significant.  

Central Arroyo Master Plan 

The Central Arroyo Master Plan, Section 4.3, “Recreation Loop,” and Section 4.9, 
“Management and Maintenance” provide recommendations that apply to the proposed 
Project. Specifically, Section 4.3 recommends that the necessary lanes for vehicular 
traffic continue to be provided during special events. As specified in Section 3.2 of the 
Central Arroyo Master Plan, the Recreation Loop should provide four traffic lanes, with 
three lanes in the 36-foot-wide roadway, and a fourth lane straddling the 4-foot lane flush 
with the roadway separator. This would allow the accommodation of Festival-related 
traffic and shuttle buses, but also provide a separate lane for emergency vehicles. 
Compliance with this recommendation would be implemented as a part of the Traffic 
Management Plan, which would be prepared as a part of the Festival Operations Plan 
(FOP) for the proposed Project. As described in the Chapter 2, “Project Description,” of 
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this Draft EIR, the FOP would be required to be prepared by the Festival operator per 
the Agreement and would be submitted annually to the Rose Bowl Operating Company 
(RBOC)/City for review and approval prior to the commencement of the Festival. Thus, 
compliance with the Agreement would ensure Project consistency with this 
recommendation.  

Additionally, Section 4.9 of the Central Arroyo Master Plan identifies the four entities that 
maintain the Central Arroyo (City of Pasadena Parks and Natural Resources Division, 
RBOC, Rose Bowl Aquatics Center, and the County of Los Angeles) and recommends 
coordination of activities and intensity of activities to ensure the facilities are not 
damaged by overuse. As described previously, the Festival operator would submit an 
updated FOP on an annual basis for RBOC/City review. Thus, compliance with the 
Agreement would ensure Project consistency with this recommendation. 

As discussed, the Festival operator would be required to prepare a FOP, which includes 
a Traffic Management Plan, per the Agreement. Compliance with the Agreement would 
ensure Project consistency with the Arroyo Seco Master Plan. Thus, the proposed 
Project would not conflict with land use plans adopted for the purpose of avoiding or 
mitigating an environmental impact; impacts would be less than significant. 

Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines  

As described earlier in this section, Section 3.2, “Public Structures,” of the Arroyo Seco 
Design Guidelines contains policies that apply to architectural design concepts and 
temporary lighting. While the proposed Project would not construct permanent structures 
or new development on the Project site, it would include the setup and breakdown of 
temporary event-related structures in support of the Festival, including but not limited to 
musical stages, concessions areas, restroom areas, and shade structures. Event-related 
facilities are subject to the provisions set forth in the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines and 
thus would be required to comply with the architectural design concepts therein. 
Specifically, these facilities would be required to be “of a scale and character appropriate 
to the Arroyo Seco and their location shall be environmentally sensitive and integrated to 
the site.” As described in Chapter 2, “Project Description,” of this Draft EIR, ministerial 
permits to operate the Festival would be issued by various City departments, including a 
permit for the construction of temporary structures. The process of securing this permit 
would include a review of the Project’s compliance with the Arroyo Seco Design 
Guidelines. Thus, through implementation of the permit process, the Project would be 
consistent with Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines.  

Chapter 5, “Recreation,” of the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines sets criteria by which 
recreational areas can be used. Area H is identified as a multi-purpose field and, as 
such, would be subject to the provisions set forth within the Guidelines and the following 
guidelines would apply to the Project: 

 The perimeter of a multi-purpose field shall be protected from vehicles and trucks 
entering the field. 
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 Permanent or temporary lights are not allowed on multi-purpose fields. 

While the use of temporary lights is not allowed per the above referenced guideline in 
Section 5.2.1 of the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines, Section 5.2.2 provides an exception 
to these standards. As defined in Section 5.2.2, the use of temporary lighting may be 
allowed upon the approval of the City of Pasadena Recreation and Parks Commission. 
As the City Council is the approval body for the proposed Amendment to PMC Chapter 
3.32, the consideration of temporary lighting on the multi-purpose field would be 
elevated to the City Council for action. Through implementation of the permit process 
and Council consideration of temporary lighting on the multi-purpose field, Project 
consistency with the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines would be achieved.  

Based on the analysis above, the Project is consistent with the applicable design 
guidelines in the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines. The Project’s consistency with the 
Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines would be achieved through the City’s permit approval 
process, which would be required for the proposed Project. Thus, Project impacts with 
regard to consistency with the Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines would be less than 
significant.  

Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance 

As regulated by the PMC, Chapter 3.32, “Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance,” the 
number of annual displacement events presently allowed at the Arroyo Seco facilities 
without further approval by City Council is 12. In 2012, the City Council approved an 
amendment to the Ordinance to allow an NFL team to temporarily use the Rose Bowl 
subject to approval and conditions as set forth in Section 3.32.270. As described therein, 
the proposed amendment would allow up to 13 additional events hosted by the NFL for a 
period up to 5 years from the first NFL event, for a total of 25 displacement events that 
could be held at the Rose Bowl. However, the NFL events could only occur for a period 
of 5 years after the first event and could only proceed if approved by the City Council.  

The proposed Project includes the Amendment, proposing revisions to PMC Chapter 
3.32, “Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance,” to allow an additional three annual 
displacement events at the Rose Bowl Stadium and Brookside Golf Course, which would 
comprise 3 consecutive days of the Festival. With the addition of the three events, a total 
of 15 displacement events could be held annually at the Rose Bowl Stadium without 
further approval by the City Council. The Amendment would specify that the proposed 
Festival and the regular season NFL events could not occur in the same calendar year. 
Thus, if the Amendment was approved and the Festival proceeded, it would have to be 
discontinued in any given year in order to enable NFL use of the Rose Bowl. Should the 
NFL events precede the Festival, then no Festival would be allowed until such a time 
that the NFL events have concluded or been terminated.  

The Amendment would also amend the PMC to allow events beyond golf and parking to 
occur on the Brookside Golf Course. Past uses of the Brookside Golf Course and 
Clubhouse include golf, parking, and clubhouse related activities during displacement 
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events. In addition, other events such as weddings, car shows, and alumni events, which 
often include amplified sound, are held. Thus, the Amendment would align the PMC with 
the current practice of allowing such uses in the areas surrounding the Rose Bowl 
Stadium. Implementation of the Amendment would ensure consistency between ongoing 
uses and the proposed Project, and PMC Chapter 3.32,” Arroyo Seco Public Lands 
Ordinance.”  

In addition to the proposed Amendment, the Festival would be required to comply with 
Section 3.32.260 of the Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance, which requires RBOC 
staff analysis to consider traffic, noise, parking, recreational activity displacement, and 
any other anticipated impacts before displacement events could occur. This analysis 
would include notifying residents 30 days in advance, developing a traffic management 
plan, litter containment plan, and a public safety element. Currently, the RBOC maintains 
these plans and updates them as needed based on the type of event and number of 
attendees. The Traffic Management Plan is discussed fully in Section 3.10, “Traffic, 
Transportation, Circulation, and Parking,” the waste management plan is discussed in 
Section 3.3, “Biology,” and public safety is discussed in Section 3.8, “Public Services,” of 
this Draft EIR. Each of these plans is designed to be flexible to meet the individual needs 
of the particular event and requires coordination with numerous City departments. The 
Festival operator, RBOC, and City would be responsible for the review, update, and 
maintenance of these plans as required under Section 3.32.260. In addition to these 
plans, as described in Chapter 2, “Project Description,” of this Draft EIR, the Festival 
operator would provide a FOP, including a Private Security Operations Plan, Traffic 
Management Plan, Waste Management Plan, Neighborhood Management and 
Communication Plan, and Facilities Maintenance Plan, to supplement the information 
contained in the above referenced plans. As described above, the FOP would be 
prepared by the Festival operator per the Agreement and would be submitted annually to 
the RBOC/City for review and approval prior to the commencement of the Festival. Thus, 
compliance with the Agreement and Section 3.32.260 would ensure Project consistency 
with the Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance.  

As described above, the proposed Project includes an Amendment to the PMC Chapter 
3.32, “Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance.” Implementing this Amendment would 
eliminate any potential conflict with Section 3.32.260 of the Arroyo Seco Public Lands 
Ordinance and would ensure consistency with the PMC. Compliance with the Agreement 
and Section 3.32.260 would ensure Project consistency with the Arroyo Seco Public 
Lands Ordinance. Thus, compliance with the Amendment, Agreement, and adherence to 
Section 3.32.260 would ensure Project consistency with PMC Chapter 3.32, “Arroyo 
Seco Public Lands Ordinance.” Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.  

Mitigation Measures 

Impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation measures are required. 

Significance Determination: Less than significant. 
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TABLE 3.6-1
CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS WITH LOCAL LAND USE PLANS 

Goals and Policies 
Consistency 
Determination Consistency Analysis 

CITY OF PASADENA GENERAL PLAN  

2015 LAND USE ELEMENT 

Policy 2.7: Civic and Community Services. Provide diverse uses 
and services supporting Pasadena’s residents such as facilities for 
civic governance and administration, public safety (police and fire), 
seniors and youth, community gatherings, and comparable activities. 

Consistent The proposed Project would coordinate with the Pasadena Fire 
Department and Pasadena Police Department to ensure sufficient 
fire protection and police protection services are provided during the 
Festival event. The continuation of these services would be 
uninterrupted through the implementation the Festival Operations 
Plan, which, as described in Chapter 2, “Project Description,” 
includes plans to manage security, waste, and traffic during the 
Festival event. Thus, civic and community services would continue 
uninterrupted and the proposed Project would be consistent with the 
Land Use Element.  

Policy 6.4: View sheds. Recognize and protect significant views of 
the San Gabriel Mountains, the Arroyo Seco, open spaces along with 
views of the significant structures such as the City Hall cupola, 
Central Library, and the Civic Auditorium.  

Consistent As described in the Initial Study Section 3, “Aesthetics” (see 
Appendix A), portions of the Project site contain distant views of the 
San Gabriel Mountains and the Project site is located within Arroyo 
Seco, both of which are considered scenic vistas. While the 
proposed Project would include the temporary installation of event-
related structures, there would be no permanent construction or 
long-term change to existing scenic vistas. While scenic vistas as 
viewed from surrounding residences may be temporarily altered 
during the event, the proposed Project would not introduce a 
substantial or permanent adverse change to any scenic vista. Thus, 
significant views would be maintained and the proposed Project 
would be consistent with this policy.  

Goal 8: Historic Preservation. Preservation and enhancement of 
Pasadena’s cultural and historic buildings, landscapes, streets, and 
districts as reminders of its past and a source of community identity, 
and social, ecological, and economic vitality.  

Consistent An evaluation of historic resources impacts is contained in Section 
3.4, “Cultural Resources.” As described therein, the Rose Bowl 
Stadium is a National Historic Landmark and is listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). In addition, the Project site is 
within the larger NRHP-listed District, to which the Rose Bowl 
Stadium and Brookside Golf Course and Clubhouse are considered 
contributors. While the proposed Project would allow for a Festival 
within a NRHP-listed resource and district, these activities would be 
consistent with other events held at the Rose Bowl and there would 
be no long-term change or development associated with the Project. 
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TABLE 3.6-1
CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS WITH LOCAL LAND USE PLANS 

Goals and Policies 
Consistency 
Determination Consistency Analysis 

Thus, the historic resource and district would be preserved and the 
Project would be consistent with this policy.  

Policy 8.1. Historic Preservation. Identify and protect historic 
resources that represent significant examples of the City’s history. 

Consistent See Goal 8, 2015 Land Use Element, above. 

Policy 8.7: Preservation of Historic Landscapes. Identify, protect, 
and maintain cultural and natural resources associated with a historic 
event, activity, or person or exhibiting other cultural or aesthetic 
values. 

Consistent See Goal 8, 2015 Land Use Element, above. 

Policy 8.10: Enforcement. Ensure that City enforcement procedures 
and activities comply with local, State, and Federal historic 
preservation requirements and fosters the preservation of historic 
resources. 

Consistent See Goal 8, 2015 Land Use Element, above. 

Policy 16.8: Coordination of Human Services. Prioritize 
coordination of facilities and programs between public and private 
agencies and between various levels of government involved in the 
human service field. Aim to eliminate overlapping efforts in the 
human service field.  

Consistent See Policy 2.7, 2015 Land Use Element, above. 

Objective 3. A positive philosophy of preservation as a valid and 
necessary component at every phase of governmental decision 
making. 

Consistent See Policy 8.1, Land Use Element, above. 

Objective 4. Relating new development to existing environment in 
scale, material and character so that Pasadena’s inherent human 
scale, visual and functional diversity may be maintained and 
enhanced. 

Consistent The appearance and setting of the Rose Bowl and other associated 
historic buildings in the Pasadena Arroyo Park and Recreation 
District would be not be substantially altered by the demolition or 
substantial material alteration of character-defining features, and the 
existing NRHP and NHL status of the Rose Bowl and the CRHR 
and/or NRHP status of cultural landscapes to which it belongs would 
not be threatened. Therefore, the proposed Project, which is 
temporary in nature, would be consistent with the Land Use General 
Plan Element.  
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TABLE 3.6-1
CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS WITH LOCAL LAND USE PLANS 

Goals and Policies 
Consistency 
Determination Consistency Analysis 

NOISE ELEMENT 

Objective 7. The City will minimize the effects of nuisance noise on 
sensitive land uses as defined in Table 6 to the degree feasible. 

 An evaluation of noise impacts is contained in Section 3.7, “Noise.” 
As described therein, the Festival has been designed to meet the 
requirements of the City of Pasadena Noise Ordinance and, as 
such, would not exceed 85 dBA at the property line. Furthermore, 
construction and operational techniques would be implemented to 
minimize noise effects. 

Policy 7b. The City will encourage limitations on construction 
activities adjacent to sensitive noise receptors as defined in Table 6. 

 The proposed Project is not a development project; however, it 
would include various setup equipment operating during a three 
week period for set up and breakdown, which can be considered 
“construction” activity. As described in Section 3.7, “Noise,” the 
estimated construction noise levels would be below the City’s Noise 
Ordinance threshold of 85 dBA. Thus, no further limitations on 
construction activities would be necessary. 

Policy 7c. The City will encourage construction and landscaping 
activities that employ techniques to minimize noise. 

 See Objective 7, Noise Element above. 
 

Policy 7d. The City will enforce noise level restrictions contained in 
the City of Pasadena Noise Regulations (Chapter 9.36 of the 
Municipal Code), except during federal, State or local emergencies 
(such as power generators required for energy emergencies). 

 See Objective 7, Noise Element above.  

SAFETY ELEMENT 

Policy S-6. The City will ensure to the fullest extent possible that, in 
the event of a major disaster, dependent care, and high-occupant 
facilities will remain safe.  

Consistent The proposed Project would adhere to the existing Rose Bowl 
Emergency Plan which delineates the roles and responsibilities of all 
responsible parties in the event of an emergency. Further, the 
proposed Project would coordinate with Pasadena Fire Department 
(PFD) and Pasadena Police Department to prepare a Private 
Security Operations Plan and Emergency Operations Plan, which 
would establish guidelines that would be followed during an 
emergency incident and supplement the existing Rose Bowl 
Emergency Plan.  

Policy S-6.2. The City’s Fire Department, as part of their annual 
review of business and dependent care facilities, shall encourage 

Consistent The PFD would work in coordination with the Festival operator to 
prepare the appropriate protocol in the event of an emergency. The 
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TABLE 3.6-1
CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS WITH LOCAL LAND USE PLANS 

Goals and Policies 
Consistency 
Determination Consistency Analysis 

and educate the owners or operators of these facilities about 
emergency generators, and the value of securely anchoring 
computers, shelving, and other non-structural elements. 

preparation of the Emergency Operations Plan would delineate the 
roles and responsibilities of the Festival operator and relevant 
parties in the event of an emergency. 

Program F-1.5. The City will develop evacuation plans and routes for 
those areas within the dam inundation pathway of the Arroyo Seco 
and Eaton Canyon (i.e., the Rose Bowl and parks within the Arroyo 
Seco drainage). These emergency response plans may include an 
alarm system, such as sirens and loudspeakers linked remotely to 
the Fire Department and the upstream dams, to be used to report on 
eminent inundation associated with the catastrophic release of water 
from upstream reservoirs.  

Consistent See Policy S-6, Safety Element, above.  

Policy R-1. The City will ensure to the extent possible that fire 
services, such as fire equipment, infrastructure, and response times 
are adequate for all sections of the City.  

Consistent The PFD would provide on-site staff during the proposed Festival. 
The PFD personnel would consist of off-duty firefighters who would 
act as the first responders in the event of an emergency. Therefore, 
normal service ratios would be maintained citywide. Thus, the 
proposed Project would be consistent with the Safety Element.  

Policy R-3. The City will study the secondary water supplies for 
emergency fire flow needs in an emergency. 

Consistent See Policy S-6.2, Safety Element. 

Program D-1.2. The City will continue to maintain and update the 
City’s emergency response organization consisting of representatives 
from all City departments, local quasi-government agencies, private 
businesses, citizens, and other community partners.  

Consistent See Policy S-6, Safety Element.  

OPEN SPACE AND CONSERVATION ELEMENT 

Goal: Preserve, acquire and create open space Consistent The proposed Project would be temporary in nature, and would seek 
to preserve the integrity of the Central Arroyo Seco area while 
enhancing the economic and civic value of the Rose Bowl and 
Arroyo Seco Facilities. A percentage of the revenues generated by 
the Festival event would go back into the upkeep of the Arroyo Seco 
Facilities. Thus, the Project would be consistent with this goal.  

Goal: Urban Forest – Protect and enhance Pasadena’s trees on 
public and privately owned land 

Consistent  The Project site contains numerous trees, including native, public, 
and mature trees. The proposed Project would involve a temporary 
use of the Rose Bowl Stadium and Brookside Golf Course, and 
would not result in the removal of any trees that contribute to the 
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TABLE 3.6-1
CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS WITH LOCAL LAND USE PLANS 

Goals and Policies 
Consistency 
Determination Consistency Analysis 

urban forest. Furthermore, the Project would be subject to the 
provisions set forth under the City of Pasadena’s Tree Ordinance, 
which addresses the protection of trees within the city limits. Thus, 
the Project would be consistent with this goal to protect and 
enhance Pasadena’s trees.  

Goal: Establish Pasadena as a national and international leader on 
energy and water conservation and environmental stewardship 
efforts, including air quality protection, energy efficiency 
requirements, renewable energy standards, natural resource 
conservation, and greenhouse gas emission standards in the areas 
of energy, water, air and land. 

Consistent The proposed Project would incorporate objectives and GHG 
reduction measures consistent with the goals, strategies and control 
measures established to reduce regional transportation emissions. 
Therefore, the proposed Project would be consistent with this goal.  

GREEN SPACE, RECREATION, AND PARKS ELEMENT AND MASTER PLAN 

Objective 2: Preservation and Protection of the Arroyo Seco and 
Adjacent Open Space Areas. Recognize the importance to 
Pasadena of the history, cultural resources, and unique character of 
the Arroyo Seco, and conserve and enhance these assets. 

Consistent The uses proposed as a part of the 3-day Festival would not alter 
the existing uses in character or type and, thus, would conserve 
existing assets within the Arroyo Seco. Furthermore, the Arroyo 
Seco Music and Arts Festival would include cultural programming 
that is representative of Pasadena and promotes the unique 
character of the Arroyo Seco. Thus, the proposed Project would be 
consistent with this objective.  

Policy 2.1: Arroyo Seco Planning. Fully implement all master plans 
and design guidelines for the Arroyo. This includes the Lower Arroyo 
Master Plan, the Hahamongna Watershed Park Master Plan, and the 
Central Arroyo Master Plan. 

Consistent As described herein, the proposed Project is within the Central 
Arroyo Master Plan. Compliance with the Agreement would ensure 
Project consistency with the Arroyo Seco Master Plan. Thus, the 
proposed Project would not interfere with the implementation of the 
Arroyo Seco Master Plan and would be consistent with this policy. 

Policy 4.5: Open Space Zoning. Provide adequate land resources 
within the City’s OS (Open Space) zone to meet the outdoor 
recreation needs of the present and future residents in the region. 
Ensure careful planning within the City’s OS zones. 

Consistent As described herein, the proposed Project would not conflict with the 
current zoning designation (OS) and does not propose any new 
development as a part of the Project. However, the Project has the 
potential to temporarily disrupt access to recreational uses for 2 to 3 
days on an annual basis, should the Festival be approved. Access 
to the facilities in the Central Arroyo during the annual 3-day Festival 
would be restricted, consistent with other displacement events. 
However, the Upper and Lower Arroyo Seco would still be available 
for recreational use. In addition, all other parks and recreational 
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facilities within the City would be available per their usual schedule. 
Given the temporary nature of the Festival and the availability of 
other recreational facilities within Pasadena, the Project would not 
conflict with this policy.  

Objective 11: Balance Special Events With Local Recreation 
Needs. It is important to balance the recreational and open space 
needs and capacity for Pasadena residents with the status of many 
of the City’s parks as popular venues for local and regional events 
such as music festivals, seasonal celebrations, and cultural activities, 
many of which also serve as key promotional activities for the City’s 
regional and national image. 

Consistent The proposed Project would amend the Ordinance to increase the 
number of displacement events allowed at the Rose Bowl from 12 to 
15 displacement events, without further City Council approval. 
Additionally, the Project would amend the Ordinance to allow uses 
beyond golf and parking to occur on the Brookside Golf Course. 
While access to the facilities in the Central Arroyo during the annual 
3-day Festival would be limited during the Festival, this would only 
occur during a 3-day period on an annual basis. The Upper and 
Lower Arroyo Seco would still be available for recreational use. In 
addition, displacement events at the Rose Bowl are annual events 
that are planned for by the City’s Parks and Natural Resources 
Division. During displacement events, the City staffs certain facilities 
with extra personnel, increases the frequency of park maintenance, 
and accommodates for the displacement of programmed uses. 
While the proposed Project would increase the number of 
displacement events from 12 to 15 annual events, given the City’s 
experience with displacement events, the City’s parks and 
recreational facilities would be able to accommodate this increase in 
use. Thus, the City would be able to balance the needs of 
recreational users and accommodate for recreational uses at other 
City facilities during the displacement events in the Central Arroyo. 
Given the availability of other recreational facilities within Pasadena 
and the temporary nature of the Festival, the Project would not 
conflict with this objective.  

Policy 11.1: Protect local recreation needs at special event 
facilities. Through careful planning, continue to promote special 
events while providing access to recreational activities at City 
facilities. Provide adequate land resources to hold large special 
events while not unreasonably displacing recreational areas. 

Consistent Both programmed and passive recreational uses would be disrupted 
during the Festival event. As described in greater detail in Section 
3.9, “Recreation,” these uses could be accommodated at other 
parks and recreational facilities within the City. Displacement events 
at the Rose Bowl are regular events that are planned for by the 
City’s Parks and Natural Resources Division. During displacement 
events, the City staffs certain facilities with extra personnel, 
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increases the frequency of park maintenance, and accommodates 
for the displacement of programmed uses. While the proposed 
Project would increase the number of displacement events from 12 
to 15 annual events, given the City’s experience with displacement 
events, the City’s parks and recreational facilities would be able to 
accommodate this increase in use. Thus, access to recreational 
activities would continue and the proposed Project would be 
consistent with this policy.  

MOBILITY ELEMENT 

Policy 1.27: Provide an ongoing review of emergency operations 
plans and provisions to ensure that the City’s program for emergency 
transportation services is coordinated with other local and regional 
jurisdictions and incorporates updated procedures and programs as 
appropriate. 

Consistent The Pasadena Police Department Special Event Section, in 
coordination with the Festival Operator, would implement the 
existing Rose Bowl Emergency Plan which delineates the roles and 
responsibilities of each City department, and includes ingress and 
egress routes for emergency transportation services in the event of 
an emergency. 

Policy 1.29: Coordinate transportation options for major community 
and commercial events to increase transit access, ridesharing and 
bicycle access and parking options. 

Consistent The proposed Project would encourage Festival attendees to use 
transit options such as those provided by Metrolink, Los Angeles 
Metropolitan Transportation Agency (MTA) Foothill Transit, Metro 
Gold Line, ridesharing (such as Uber and/or Lyft) and taxis to travel 
to and from the Festival site. 

Policy 3.6: Limit the intrusion of commercial truck traffic on City 
streets by directing truck traffic to the City’s designated truck routes 
and coordinating with the Pasadena Police Department to enforce 
regulations on local streets. 

Consistent The City of Pasadena has adopted a truck route that is used for 
other ongoing events that would also be used during set up and 
breakdown of the Festival. 

 

CITY OF ARCADIA GENERAL PLAN 

RESOURCE SUSTAINABILITY ELEMENT 

Goal RS-1. Continued improvement in local and regional air quality. Consistent The proposed Project would reduce GHG emissions from vehicle 
use by shifting use from single occupancy vehicles (increase in use 
of public transportation). The proposed project includes several 
opportunities for alternative transportation, through the location to 
existing transportation system as well as the establishment of 
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shuttle buses to reduce the traffic reaching the site. Therefore, the 
proposed Project is consistent with the Resource Sustainability 
Element.  

Policy RS-1.4. Lower the emissions caused by motor vehicles 
through Transportation Demand Management strategies and land 
use patterns that reduce vehicle miles traveled. 

Consistent See Goal RS-1, Resource Sustainability Element, above.  

Policy RS-1.5. Promote the reduction of vehicular traffic and 
improved efficiency of the City’s circulation system (i.e., roadways) as 
a means to improve air quality. 

Consistent The location of the proposed Project and the inclusion of offsite 
parking with shuttles to the Project site would reduce the vehicular 
traffic in and around the Rose Bowl. Further, bicycle facilities would 
be provided at the Rose Bowl and off-site parking areas. Therefore, 
the proposed Project is consistent with the Resource Sustainability 
Element.  

Goal RS-2. Reduce Arcadia’s carbon footprint in compliance with 
SB375 and AB32.  

Consistent See Goal RS-1, Resource Sustainability Element, above. 

Policy RS-2.1. Cooperate with the state to implement AB 32, which 
calls for reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, 
and Executive Order S-3-05, which calls for 1990 levels by 2020 and 
80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. 

Consistent See Goal RS-1, Resource Sustainability Element, above. 

Policy RS-2.2. Reduce the per capita greenhouse gas emissions to 
15 percent below 2005 levels by 2020, and total municipal 
greenhouse gas emissions to 15 percent below 2005 levels by 2020. 

Consistent See Goal RS-1, Resource Sustainability Element, above. 

Policy RS2.3. Participate in regional strategies and plan to 
implement SB 375, and in particular, use the legislatively authorized 
incentives, such as grants and transportation funding and waivers to 
environmental assessments, to encourage infill and transit-oriented 
development. 

Consistent See Policy RS-1.5, Resource Sustainability Element, above. 

Policy -2.5. Pursue the enhancement of bicycle and pedestrian 
infrastructure set forth in the Circulation and Infrastructure Element to 
help decrease vehicle miles traveled and vehicle trips. 

Consistent See Policy RS-1.5, Resource Sustainability Element, above. 

Goal RS-3. Promoting and utilizing clean form of transportation to 
reduce Arcadia’s carbon footprint. 

Consistent See Policy RS-1.5, Resource Sustainability Element, above. 
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Policy RS-3.2. Incorporate energy-efficient vehicles into the City’s 
transit system. 

Consistent The proposed Project would use private shuttle buses to transport 
attendees from off-site parking locations and from public transit. The 
shuttle buses would utilize energy-efficient technology, and GHG 
emissions would not exceed SCAQMD thresholds. Thus, the 
proposed Project would be consistent with the Resource 
Sustainability Element.  

Goal RS-5. Wise and creative energy use that incorporates new 
technologies for energy generation and new approaches to energy 
conservation. 

Consistent The proposed Project would be temporary in nature and would not 
be subject to the building requirements of the City’s Green Building 
Code. The inclusion of an off-site parking lot in the City of Los 
Angeles would decrease the overall transportation-related emissions 
associated with the proposed Project, and therefore, would support 
the City’s effort of reducing GHG emissions. Thus, the proposed 
Project would be consistent with the Resource Sustainability 
Element.  

Policy RS-5.9. Facilitate the provision of energy-efficient modes of 
transportation and fixed facilities which establish transit, bicycle, and 
pedestrian modes as viable alternatives. 

Consistent See Policy RS-1.5, Resource Sustainability Element, above. 

Goal RS-6. Pursue efforts that increase compositing and recycling, 
and reduce waste generation, focusing especially on large 
commercial and industrial waste producers. 

Consistent The Waste Management Plan that would be prepared and 
implemented as a part of the proposed Project would identify the 
location of waste and recycling containers for minimizing waste and 
increasing recycling awareness during the Festival. Therefore, the 
proposed Project would be consistent with the Resource 
Sustainability Element.  

CIRCULATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE ELEMENT  

Goal CI-3. Enhanced local and regional transit service. Consistent The proposed Project would encourage the Festival attendees to 
utilize the public transit options and linkages from various off-site 
shuttle bus locations to reduce single-occupancy vehicle trips to the 
Project site. Therefore, the proposed Project would be consistent 
with the Circulation and Infrastructure Element. 

Policy CI-3.4. Enhance local transit circulator service, particularly to 
link neighborhoods to commercial districts, and Downtown to all 
areas. 

Consistent See Goal CI-3, Circulation and Infrastructure Element, above. 
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Policy CI-4.10. Coordinate the provision of the bicycle and 
pedestrian networks with adjacent jurisdictions to maximize 
connectivity. 

Consistent The proposed Project would include provisions for bicycle parking at 
the Festival site and at the off-site parking locations, including 
locations outside of the City of Pasadena jurisdiction. Therefore, this 
proposed Project would be consistent with the Circulation and 
Infrastructure Element.  

CITY OF LOS ANGELES GENERAL PLAN 

AIR QUALITY ELEMENT 

Goal 1. Good air quality and mobility in an environment of continued 
population growth and healthy economy structure.  

Consistent See Goal RS-1, Resource Sustainability Element of the City of 
Arcadia General Plan, above.  

Goal 2. Less reliance on single occupant vehicles with fewer 
commute and non-work trips. 

Consistent See Goal RS-1, Resource Sustainability Element of the City of 
Arcadia General Plan, above.  

Goal 3. Efficient management of transportation facilities and system 
infrastructure using cost effective system management and 
innovative demand-management techniques. 

Consistent See Policy RS-1.5, Resource Sustainability Element of the City of 
Arcadia General Plan, above. 

Goal 4. Minimal impact of existing land use patterns and future land 
use development on air quality by addressing the relationship 
between land use, transportation, and air quality.  

Consistent See Policy RS-1.5, Resource Sustainability Element of the City of 
Arcadia General Plan, above. 

Goal 5. Energy efficiency through land use and transportation 
planning, the use of renewable resources and less polluting fuels, 
and the implementation of conservation measures including passive 
methods such as site orientation and tree planting 

Consistent See Policy RS-3.2, Resource Sustainability Element of the City of 
Arcadia General Plan, above. 

Goal 6. Citizen awareness of the linkages between personal 
behavior and air pollution and participation in efforts to reduce air 
pollution. 

Consistent The proposed Project would encourage the Festival attendees to 
utilize the public transit options and linkages from various off-site 
shuttle bus locations to reduce single-occupancy vehicle trips to the 
Project site. Therefore, the proposed Project would be consistent 
with the Air Quality Element.  
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MOBILITY ELEMENT 

Policy 3.4. Provide all residents, workers, and visitors with 
affordable, efficient, convenient, and attractive transit services. 

Consistent The proposed Project would encourage the Festival attendees to 
utilize the public transit options and linkages from various off-site 
shuttle bus locations to reduce single-occupancy vehicle trips to the 
Project site. Therefore, the proposed Project would be consistent 
with the Circulation and Infrastructure Element. 

Policy 3.5. Support “first-mile, last-mile solutions” such as multi-
modal transportation services, organizations, and activities in the 
areas around transit stations and major bus stops (transit stops) to 
maximize multi-modal connectivity and access for transit riders. 

Consistent See Policy 3.5, Mobility Element, above. 

Policy 3.6. Continue to promote Union Station as the major regional 
transportation hub linking Amtrak, Metrolink, Metro Rail, and high-
speed rail service. 

Consistent The proposed Project would encourage the Festival attendees to 
use public transit options. Union Station, in Downtown Los Angeles, 
is projected to serve as the major regional transportation hub, linking 
Festival attendees to various off-site shuttle bus locations. 
Therefore, the proposed Project would be consistent with the 
Circulation and Infrastructure Element. 

Policy 3.7. Improve transit access and service to major regional 
destinations, job centers, and inter-modal facilities.  

Consistent See Policy 3.5, Mobility Element, above. 
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3.6.5 Cumulative Effects 
Cumulative impacts occur when effects of a proposed project combine with similar 
effects from other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable projects in a similar 
geographic area to result in significant impacts. The geographic context for the 
evaluation of cumulative impacts considers the Arroyo Seco planning area as its 
geographic scope. The Arroyo Seco planning area, which contains a mix of open space, 
recreational, and residential land uses, acts as a natural boundary for land use 
considerations. As described in Chapter 3.0, of this Draft EIR, there are 79 related 
projects within the vicinity of the Project site. Of the 79 related projects, there are 10 
within the Arroyo Seco. Two of these related projects are within the Upper Arroyo, six 
are within the Project site, and two are within the Lower Arroyo.  

As described herein, given the use of the areas surrounding the Rose Bowl Stadium for 
similar displacement type events, the fact that the Project would not result in the 
construction of physical barriers, and the temporary nature of the event, the Festival 
would not result in the physical division of an established community. Because there are 
no project-related impacts related to the physical division of an established community, 
the project would not incrementally contribute to any cumulative impacts related to this 
threshold. 

Projects that would contribute to the cumulative context within this area include open-
space, facility, and recreational improvements and small residential use improvements. 
These types of projects would typically result in physical changes to public facilities 
and/or residential uses with minimal effects on surrounding land uses. As described 
above, there are 10 related projects within the Arroyo Seco. Table 3-1, List of Related 
Projects, identifies the related projects as trail improvements, recreational 
improvements, and water system improvements. Given the nature of these related 
projects, they are not expected to fundamentally alter the land use relationships in the 
community, but rather would improve existing facilities within the Arroyo Seco. While 
future development within and surrounding the Arroyo Seco has the potential to result in 
changes to existing land uses, all future development would be subject to environmental 
and planning review that would ensure compatibility with adjacent land uses. It is 
anticipated that all future projects proposed in the project vicinity would be consistent 
with the adopted goals, policies, and objectives of the City’s General Plan and would 
improve rather than degrade the existing character of the land uses. Thus, the proposed 
Project would not contribute to a cumulative change in land use in the Arroyo Seco 
planning area. As such, the combined land use compatibility impacts associated with the 
Project’s incremental effect and the effects of other related projects would be less than 
significant. 
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